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TZ" UMZARI is a dialect spoken exclusively by certain coastal

elements of the Shihuh tribe, the Kumazara section,

who occupy Kumzar at the head of the Musandam Peninsula

of Oman, and are found at Dibah, Khasab, the coastal villages

of Elphinstone and Malcolm Inlets and at Larek Island.

This strange tongue, inadvisedly suggested by S. Zwemer

as likely to possess affinities with the Himyaritic languages,

has also given rise to the pardonable, though I think erroneous,

belief that those who use it are pre-Semitic and aboriginal

to this part of Arabia.

Kumzari is largely a compound of Arabic and Persian, but

is distinct from them both. As spoken it is comprehensible

neither to the Arab nor to the Persian visitor of usual illiteracy,

though to a student of the two languages, many of

its obscurities vanish before a word list reduced to paper.

Structurally it is non-Semitic. The claim by a section of the

people whose mother tongue it is, all fishermen incidentally,

to be descendants of Malik bin Faham the Yemeni conqueror

of Oman, probably in the second century a.d., while a claim

lacking in proof or probability, seems to argue for it a con-

siderable antiquity. Some of its Persian words, indeed, derive,

according to a local Mutawwa, from the old classical " Farsi
"

of remoter Persia rather than the familiar " Ajmi " or

colloquial Persian of the Persian Gulf seaboard.

Kumzari is not a written language, 1 and the grammatical

rules and vocabulary which follow I have collected, with the

help of Ali Muhammad my Arab secretary, from the lips

of its illiterate exponents. These all speak Arabic as well

;

1 Kumzari has not before been written up, though Lieut. -Col. Jayakar

has left a slight note as an appendix to a paper " The Shihee Dialect of

Arabic ", Bombay Journal H.A.S., April, 1902.
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not the unique and perplexing Arabic of their fellow Shihuh

tribesmen of the mountains (they have one feature in common,

namely the stressing of the r as in an Irish brogue,—the

Urdu j) but the Omani dialect, a dialect of Arabic that is

to say, which, judged by local standards, is free from foreign

accent or contamination.

My word list of Kumzari admits of the following summary :

Words. %
(a) Words related to Persian roots . . 246 = 44

(b) Words related to Arabic roots . . . 186 = 34

(c) Words untraced 121 = 22

Total . 553 words.

A point of interest is that while Kumzari is non-Arabic

in grammatical structure, and its words akin to Persian

roots are one-third more numerous than those akin to Arabic

ones, the pronunciation of the oft-recurring long alif "
\
" is

a flat a sound, that accords with the Arabic value of that

character, and not its Persian value.1

Kumzari has no p- sound. In words of Arabic derivation I

is generally substituted or sometimes o, e.g. (Ar.) ^*-? (K.)

1 Tho Interior mountain Shibub use an Arabic dialect which in this

connection is anomalous, for their " alif " has a Persian value (as aw) ;j

often becomes v, and there are other sound values foreign to local or Badawin
standards (see Appendix A). And this despite the facts

—

(i) Arabic is their only language (see Appendix A). They know not

Kumzari or Persian and being mountain Badus are less exposed than the

Kumazara to external influences.

(ii) They are in racial appearance distinct from the Kumazara, who are

probably of South Persian origin. (The generic name Shihuh locally

applied to the two elements would thus appear to be ethnologically unsatis-

factory.)

(iii) They have a tradition of Sabian origin from the Yemen ; and their

physiognomy is Semitic. Customs of both elements, some of them unique

in the Arabian peninsula, and a description of the habitat are the subject

of my communication to the Journal of the Central Asian Society, vol. it,

1928, " The Musandam Peninsula and its people, the Shihuh."
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*£*, (At.) z_j^\ (K.) jTjl, (Ar.) U» (K.) 4'\f

" difficult ", " crooked ", " fort ". The sound values of J»

and i are rare : ^ comparatively rare, i has occasionally

the sound value of the Urdu .», e.g. duraz j\ji " long ". j

is sometimes a lisped -U as in dkj "woman", j has the

Urdu value j, e.g. j>f-. JJ of Arabic derived words

sometimes changes to iJ, e.g. (K.) 4*& (Ar.) 4*l»- r- may

become ^ or <iC e.g. (Ar.) »>>^ (K.) o_,xi, (Ar.) ^^ (K.)

ijL_i " caravan ", " tree ", " locust ".


